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ARRATIVE
OF THE

Canadian Bed Biver Exploring Expedition of 1857,

AND OF THE

Assinniboine and Saskatchawan Exploring Expedition of

1868.

By HENRY YOUtE HIND, M.A., F.R.O.S., Professorof Chemistry and Geology in Trinity
College, Toronto; in charge of the Assinniboine and Saskatehftwan Expedition.

Pp. 096 ; with 20 whole-page Cbromozylographe, 76 Woodcuts, 3 Maps (topographical and
geological), 4 Plans, and a Sheet of ProBIes of the Country explored. 2 toIs. 8to.
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1. The Morning Chronicle.
2. The Morning Poet.
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4. The Globe.
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6. John Bull.
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9. Oriental Budget
10. The Spectator.

OF THE PRESS.
11. The Athenaeum.
12. The Glasgow Daily Herald.
13. The Morning Star and Dial (first

notice).

AMERICAN.
American Journal of Science.

CANADIAN.
1. The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist.
2. The Canadian Journal of Industry,

Science and Art.

EXTRACT FROM BRITISH REVIEWS.

THE MORNINO CHRONICLE—December 26, 1860.

" This is a noble work. Noble not only in the complete and beauti-

ful manner in which it has been got up, but also in the genius which
underlies every page, and the great breadth of thought which the labor
devoted to minute details necessary to the subject is unable to stifle or
conceal. The idea of a ^reat highroad across the continent of North
America, uniting the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, is no new one to this

generation ; nor, as far as the United States are concernsd, is it likely

long to remain a mere theory." » * » * »
" We pause here to render tribute to the descriptive powers of the

writer, evidence of which abounds in these pages. A fur specimen of
it is furnished by the following extract. The party has passed through
the beautiful I«ao La Croi^ which extends fifteen miles in length, be-
tween ' high preeipitous rooks, often clothed with dense groves of pine,
rising above the mass of light greeu aspen foliage which prevails,' and
has entered the Nameaukan &ver. Arrived at Rattlesnake Portage,
'where the river descends by a beautiful cascade of 12.14 feet'—the
party camp for the night. Mr. Hind, being on this occasion wakeful,
describee the dawn of morning in the wilderness. * * *
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" Wo have spent some time un this portion of these volumes, because
upon the particular routes of which it treats depends the solution of the
great problem, whether we are to have a regular interoceanic communi-
cation entirely north of the boundary line or not. At present it is accepted
as a fact that any such can only be a summer route ; but ifwe can obtain
that, the increase of colonization and of traffic, coupled with the ever
advancing progress of engineering science, may in time do the rest.

Mr. Hind, however, has done nothing by halves. In 1858 he was in-

structed to explore the basin of the Saskatchewan and of the Assinni-
boine, a tributary of the Red River, and we have the details, and the
results of this journey are given also in these volumes, bringing our ac-
quaintance with the new route to the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

" For the results of this splendid exploring journey we must leave the
reader to consult these volumes. Professor Hind does not merely
bring the results of his own observations to bear on the main question,

but he quotes those of all the most celebrated travellers over the
same ground, even where their conclusions diametrically contradict

his own. Hence we have a work complete in every sense. The pro
and the con. are placed [fairly before the reader, and he is enabled to

judge for himself, as far as any unprofessional reader can judge, of the

difficulties which stand in the way of establishing a great highway on
British ground across this vast continent. We have said little about
the scenery and geological features of the territory explored. These are

described in a manner alone sufficient to rivet the attention. Both in a
scientific and a literary point of view the book is admirable, and for

illustrations we have only to say, in the words of the publishers' adver-

tisement, that it contains ' 20 whole-pa^e chromoxylographs, 76 wood-
cuts, 3 maps (topographical and geological), 4 plans, and a sheet of pro-

files of the country explored.' Of its kind we have seen no work that

can approach it."

THE MORNING POST—January 7, 1861.

" The narrative of Mr. Hind will be read not less for the interesting

nature of the subject matter than for the highly useful and instructive

information it affords. To the general reader, it will prove attractive

for its varied and pleasing descriptions of places and scenes in the far-

distant West, for the record of the many vicissitudes which attend ex-

plorers in unknown and uncivilised laads, and as bringing him into the

presence of those whom he may have hitherto met only in the pages of

Cooper—the North American Indians in their pure and untutored state.

To the emigrant, proposing to seek his fortune in the backwoods of the

West, it is invaluable for its clear elucidation of the resources of those

interminable tracts, and the conditions under which their resources

may be best developed. But it is to the Government, both Canadian
and British, that the information contained in these volumes is most

valuable. It points out the means how the intrinsic riches of the

country explored may not merely be turned to the best account, but

how a vast tract of land, remarkable for its fertility, extending from

Canada on the east almost to the shores of the Pacific on the west, may
be made a chain of communication from one side of the continent to

the other. This being the case, the field thrown open for enterprise is

incalcuable. Through this channel may be drained, not merely the

products of its own mineral and agricultural resources, but also the in-

creasing wealth of British Columbia, and the newly-exposed treasures
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of China and Japan. IIow far these results may ultimately be attained

it is impossible to predict. For the present it is sufficient to examine
the circumstances under which the exploring expedition was carried

out, the discoveries which were made, and the consequences which may
naturally be anticipated therefrom.

" The expeditions of of Mr. Hind have established the existence of a
broad belt of country, extending from the Canadian settlements to the

Rocky Mountains, remarkable for its fertility, and watered by two
large rivers and their tributaries. Through such a district a route

would not only be practicable, but, as Mr. Hind clearly points out,

would possess the advantage of being fed by an agricultural population

from one end to the other. The further communication with British

Columbia, through a defile in the Rocky Mountains, Captain Palliser

has shown to be by no means difiScult. Here, at length, is the solution

of a much-vexed problem. Not onlj the possibility, but, regarded from
a commercial point of view, the advisability, of establishing a road from
the east to the west coasts of North America, lying entirely within
British territory, is clearly demonstrated. That the cost of such an
enterprise would be repaidf ; that, considered merely in the light of a
business speculation, it would eventually succeed, there can be little

doubt when the resources of British Columbia, the contiguity of this

colony to the great Asiatic marts, and the certainty of the road-side, as

it may be termed, being rapidly peopled by agricultural settlers, are

taken into account. Whether the task will be carried out time will tell

;

its practicability is, however, clearly established. Conducted though
these expeditions were with a view to practical results, replete as the

published accounts necessarily are with details interesting only to the

few, Mr Hind has still interspersed his narrative with lively descriptions

of personal adventures, and glowing pictures of the scenes through which
he passed.

" The portions of Mr. Hind's narrative which will be read with most
interest by the general reader are those which relate to the customs
and occupations of the various Indian tribes with which he came in

contact.
" The geological researches of Mr. Hind in the districts he visited

were conducted with that care and attended with those happy results

which might have been expected from his intimate acquaintance with
that science, he being professor of geology in the University of Trinity
College, Toronto. Interesting as this course of investigation must be
to the mineralogist, and important to the government by whose instruc-

tions it was instituted, it likewise possesses features of attraction for

the general reader."

THE SUN—December 17, 1860.

"The discovery of gold in British Columbia roused the Canadian
Government, and induced them to send out an exploring expedition to

the Far West, a country until then only known by the backwoods men
and Hudson's Bay Company's employers. It was necessary to estab-
lish a road and open an overland communication between the two
extremities of our vast American possessions ; and the success of the
explorations, as far as Mr. Hind's narrative takes us, augurs well for

the ultimate success of Canadian enterprise, which stands in strange
contrast with the imbecility of the Australian Government, who, do
what they will, are always left behind by private individuals.



"As geologist and naturnliBt to the firnt exploration of the Red River,
Mr. Hind had ample opportunity for making general and minute inveo*

tigations regarding the fertility of the soil, and, by aoienttfic experi-

ments, to ascertain the probably mean temperature of the various
seasons. The reader must bear in mind that the country which Mr.
Hind has explored, although not altogether unknown to the white man,
the territory of the aboriginal Indian (India so called, because Colum-
bus thought when he discovered America that he bad reached the
Asiatic continent, and had opened a short rood to India), being, never^

tbelesB, part and parcel of the British possessions. In both expeditions,

the latter of which he conducted as chief, he met with a natural oppo-
sition from the natives to a too close inspection of the country ana its

resources, they knowing by experience that the European colonist

carries out Cicaar's terse despatch of Veni, vidi, viai. So much has
been alreadv written about, and so many speeches composed for the
American, that the following extract may seem superfluous, but we beg
to remind the reader that this is a genuine translation of what the
savage (as our friends at Exeter Hall would call him) gave as his reason
for refusing to let Mr. Hind and his friends pass by a particular route.

" The country explored during the two expeditions extends from the

90th to the 105th dog. west longitude, and from the 48th to the 53vd
deg. north latitude. To those who wish to form a correct opinion of
the far back settlements, of the trials which the early settlers under-
went, and what prospects are now open to the immigrant, wo recom-
mend the perusal of Mr. Hind's narrative. We cannot afford space for

the many extracts which we could give to exemplify the character of
the inhabitants and their social condition, to which Mr. Hind devotes

the greater part of the second volume. The establishment of the first

colony on the Red River will be read with pride by our persevering
brethren north of the Tweed, who after all beat the Anglo Saxon for

energy and perseverance under difficulties.

" The work is illustrated with many woodcuts, and likewise several

engravings of remarkable localities, which are executed with great skill

and judgment."

THE GLOBE—January 3, 18G1.

" It may be granted, we think, that Mr. Hind has shewn that energy,

skill, and capital will make his plans practicable. lie has vividly shown
the advantages of the route, both to the traveller and to those seeking a
home short of the Pacific. His geological details are ample, his statis-

tics appear clear, and he is aUve to the rights, the wants, and the

oapabnities of the native denizens of the soil. Brilliant-coloured

engravings, and well-designed and numerous wood-cuts, give their illus-

trative aid to the letter-press. Qreat as these recommendations are—and
there are others which we have not named—Mr. Hind's manner of telling

his story stands before them all. His sense of the rich beauty or wild

grandeur of the scenes which he describes, and his happy adaptation of

words to impressions, the serious and reflective tone of his mind, make
these volumes as delightful to read as they are instructive to reflect on."

THE GUARDIAN—January 28, 1861.

" Professor Hind's work, interesting and important as in many respects

it is, is not one which aSbrds much material for the reviewer. In spite

of its gay binding and coloured engravings, it partakes far more of the
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character of a special geographical treatise than of a book of trayels.

There are no nmuHing details of personal adventure, no tolling bits fur

quotation, and in their stead we have a bodj of valuable but somewhat
monotonous details respecting the soil and vegetation of Rupert's Land.
In truth, however, sucn criticism as this is high praise. Mr. Hind had
his work to do, and he has done it, as all work is best done, without
putting the doer too forward. Every reader must know the dissatisfac-

tion of going to a book for information about the subject of which it

professes to treat, ard finding instead a great deal of information res-

pecting the author. There are some departments of literature which
are none the worse for the absence of the autobiographical element. It

is always as well, however, to guard the reader beforehand against

that fertile source of disgust—disappointment at not finding what be
had no right to expect.

" Those of our readers who take an interest in the progress of British

America are already partly acr^uainted with the contents of these vol-

umes. A Blue-book published in 1859 (of which we gave some account
at the time) contained a very full report of the Red River Expedition,

by Mr. Hind himself, as well as some tragmentary notices o> the Assinni-

boine and Saskatchawan Expedition. Both these Expelitions were
organised by the Canadian Government. The primary object of the first

was to examine the country between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg,
with the view of ascertaining the possibility of opening a communication
between Canada and the Red River—or, as it seems to be the fashion

now to call it, Selkirk Settlement, but Mr. Hind included in his report

a very complete account of the state ond prospects of the settlement

itself. The design of the second expedition was to complete the explora-
tion of the western side of the Red River valley, and to form some
estimate of the capabilities and resources of the country between Lake
Winnipeg jand the south branch of the Saskatchawan. The general
result of the investigntions, taken in conjunction with those of Captain
Palliser, was to establish the existence of a bolt of fertile land extend-
ing from the base of the Rocky Mountains to the Lake of the Woods,
and continued tiience along the north bank of Rainy River as far as
Rainy Lake, only 200 miles to the west of Lake Superior."

JO FIN BULL—January 19, 1861.

" The expeditions here chronicled were undertaken by authority of
the Canadian Qovernment, with the view of ascertaining the practica-

bility of establishing an emigrant route between Lake Superior and
Selkirk Settlement, and exploring still further west on the chance of

colonization. The charge of these inquiries was given to Mr. Hind,
Professor of Chemistry and Geology in the Universi|.y of Trinity College,

whose scientific capabilities for the work are suraciently indicated by
his academical position, and whose narrative shows him besides to be a
careful and exact topographer, an adventurous traveller, and a very
agreeable writer.

" The result is, that the reader has before him one of the most impor-
tant contributions that have been made for many years to our commer-
cial and political knowledge."******

" The glimpses given of the condition of those ancient tribes who
once roved free over the prairie and forest, uie full of melancholy
interest."

A2



" Professor Hind of course turned the principiil part of his ocientitlo

researches towards the geology of the districts which ho surveyed. At
the SB'aie time he was not forj;etfuI of the botany and the fauna of these

reeions, sulgects on which information is so vitally necessary to the

oolonist. lie has fulfilled his whole task in the most praiseworthv
manner, and the book reflects credit on the Government which
appointed him."

THE ECONOMIST—January 26, 1801.

" The attention of the Canadian Covernmont has of late years been
more especially drawn to the North-Western Provinces—those wide
regions of marsh and forest, lake and prairie that, for the most part

unexplored, unsettled, and untrodden, except by the brigades of the

Hudson's Bay Company or by tribes of wandering Indians, stretch from
the great chain of lakes to the foot of the Rocly Mountains—by the

discovery of gold in British Columbia, and the steady if slow growth of

this neighbouring colony. Close neighbours, however, as tho two set-

tlements may be called, where only the Rooky Mountains divide nomi-
nal British Columbia from nominal Canada, the unsettled tracts of land
that separate the actual colonies offer no slight obstacle to that constant

and frec^uent interooorse between them that would prove so beneficial

to both if it could once be accomplished.
" The volumes now under our notice form one among many proofs

of a sincere desire on the part of Canada to open up commercial and
friendly relations with its sister colony, and at the same time to asceiv

tain the value and suitability for permanent settlement of the country
lying between the Western shores of Lake Superior and the Rooky
Mountains on the one hand, and on the other, between the boundary
line of the United States and the head of Lake Winnipeg in about lat.

54°." ******
" Mr. Hind gives a vivid account of this second " run," at which he

was present ; indeed his whole contribution to our former knowledge of

the Red Indian and his ways his highly interesting and valuable."
tT IP W IT It w

"There are many other subjects connected with British North
America on which much fresh light is thrown by Mr. Hind's painstak-

ing and thorough investigations. We have not space to enter upon them
here, but must refer our readers to the work itself, as one which,
(although, from the large amount of scientific matter it contains, and
the minuteness of its explorations, it is not adapted to attain general
popularity,) will repay the attentive reader with much agreeable as well

as solid and valuable information."

THE CRITIC—December 22, 1860.

" It would be difficult to overrate the geographical importance of Mr.
Hind's " Narrative" of the Canadian Exploring Expeditions 1857-8.

An amount of information is here collected respecting a portion of the

North American continent, hitherto but little known, such as cannot
but have the most important effect in developing the commercial impor-
tance of that part of the world. It being thought desirable to ascertain

whether an emigrant route were practicable between Lake Superior and
Selkirk Settlement, and to explore the capabilities and resources of the
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vnlloy of the Hed Ilivur and the SuHkiitcliawan, iIiuhu oxpeditionH word
ortfiiruHod, iind tho redultn are fully imrrntod in the two liiindiioine

voliitnen before uh. WhiUt the contentn of thoHo volutnoH nro of n
iiiitiiro best cnlculated to nrreiit the attention of tiio (](eo)^rii()iior, tho

Kniilogint and the commercinl settler, there h nUom) miicli in them that

will be interesting to the general reader, that wo cannot reniHt the

tenintation of auoting a few passages. The reader is probably alread;

fannliar with the manner in which these expeditions are conducted—
the river navigation, the portiiges, and ho on. Hero, howovcr, is a
niituriil and charming picture of life in tho wilderneHs, which brings it

home to us in all its rugged but picturesque beauty."

" These Tolamos are plentifully furnished with maps, engravings and
illuNtrations in chromoxylograph, and altogether poMHOss a high viiluo

ai)d interest as contributions to geogranhieal suienco.
" Mr. llind'H narrative tells of the wilderness, and Ilerr Kohl's of the

city."

ORIENTAL BUDGET—January, 1800.

" Mr. Hind was appointed, in 1857, by the Canadian Legislature, as

§eologiHt to an exploring expedition from Lake Superior to tho Selkirk

ottloment on the Red River ; and again, in 1858, " in command" of

another expedition from tho Selkirk Settlement to the Assinniboine and
Saskatchawan Rivers ; having in view the discovery of a route from
Lake Superior to the Pacific Ocean, and a route entirely through British

territory. If Mr. Ilind had felt himself bound to make au exact report of

everything that occurred from his leaving his bed on the morning of hia

starting. Tie could not more conscientiously have performed his duty
than in sending tho draft of these volumes to the Canadian Govern-
inont. lie was despatched as a geologist, and ho has fuithfully fulfilled

bis niission as such, in a properly cold and stony way. He exhibits

rare qualities of labor, and the prosy exactitude ot a diary, in register-

ing, step by step, the vegetable products and the adaptation of the soil.

" lie did his duty discreetly and oarne,stIy. He has now attorded the
world an opportunity of obtaining in London, what tbcy might have
had a difficulty in procuring from the archives of Toronto,"

THE SPECTATOR—December 22, 18G0.

TIIB FAR WKST OF BRITISH AMEBICA.

" Four main divisions constitute the magnificent range of British ter-

ritory north of the American Union. On the West, between the Rocky
Mountains and the Pacific, liea our youngest colony, British Columbia,
whose gold wealth will ensure her a marvellously rapid progress. On
the East, extending through the basin of the St. Lawrence from Lake
Superior to the Atlantic, are Canada and its sister provinces, comprising
together a population which exceeds by one million that of the thirteen

United States during the Revolutionary war. Between these two ex-

tremes spreads a glorious wilderness, the southern portion of which is

known as Rupert's Land, and the northern as the special domain of the
Hudson's Bay Company, which also extends its operations over the

southern portion of this great central region. A direct overland com-
munication between Canada and British Columbia, and through them
from ocean to ocean, would be of immense advantage to both colonies

^B well aa to the mother country ; and whilst Governor Douglas is stre-



huously workiuf; out the portion of this project which it pertains to him
to accomplish, thoGovcniment and Parliament of Canada have not been
remiss on their side. It was by their orders, and at their cost, that the
Expeditions which form the subject of these volumes, ascertained two
grand facts. These are, the practicability of establishing, first, an
emigrant route between Lake Superior and Selkirk settlement on Red
River, and next, a now colony for the reception of the emigrants, in a
highly fertile belt of land with a favorable climate, which stretches

through eighteen degrees of longitude, from a few miles west of the
Lake of the Woods to the passes of the Rooky Mountains.

" Mr. Hind states that a route, partly by land and partly by water,
passing only through British territory, from Fort William to Fort Garry,
by Arrow Lake and the Boundary line, might be rendered available for

summer communication at a cost of only £12,000. By this route, an
emigrant might reach Selkirk Settlement in twenty-two days from
Liverpool. At present, the journey may be accomolished either in

summer or winter via. St. Paul's, Minnesota, in thirty-seven days. But
Rupert's Land will not long be left dependent on such imperfect inlets

of population as these. It is probable that Canada will begin to stretch

out hor long iron arm towards the new colony in the spring of next
year.

" It is then demonstrated that her Majesty's subjects at home and
abroad are invited by the bounty of nature and by the most favorable

social circumstances to link the Eastern and Western hemispheres to-

gether with a chain of British dependencies, extending across the whole
breadth of the North American continent, and thus to build up a new
empire in the West, where peace, plenty and civilization shall dwell
under the safeguard of British institutions. This is the main conclu-

sion established by the two exploring expeditions narrated by Mr. Hind,
and in dwelling upon it we have been compelled to forego the pleasure

of noticing a multitude of interesting details. For these, and for a
fuller development of the main argument, we refer to the volumes
themselves, witli our best thanks to the author for the careful and able

manner in which he has presented their valuable contents."

THE ATHEN.EUM—December 22, 1860.

"In July, 1857, an expedition was organized by the Canadian Govern-
ment to examine the country between Lake Superior and the Red River
of the North ; and in 1858 another expedition, under the same auspices,

was equipped for the purpose of exploring the vast Assinniboine and
Saskatchawan Districts ; which are bisected by the 50th parallel of

north latitude, and extend from Lake Winnipeg to the Rocky Moun-
tains. The former expedition was commanded by Mr. Gladman, the

latter by Mr. Hind. Both had the advantage of the services of able

scientific men : and their historian, although the severities of science

have trammelled his pen, nevertheless tells bis story iu a manner to

command approbation. True we look in vain for ^uch pages of thrill-

ing excitement as abound in Mr. Paul Kane's 'Wanderings of an
Artist among the North American Indians,' but there are many pas-

sages of deep interest in Mr. Hind's volumes ; while the records of his

scientitic labours and those of his brother officers are of great value.
" The main object of the two expeditions in which Mr. Hind was

engaged was, to ascertain whether a route is practicable through British

North America from the Great Lakes to the Pacific. The idea is not
new. The Journal of the Geographical Societyfor 1852, contains a lucid



and admirftble paper, by Capt. Synge, R. E., proposinpj a route which
would afford a rapid communication with the Pacific and the East, vid

British North America; and other enterprising explorers, among whom
Capt. Palliser holds a prominent position, have pointed out the great

importance of establishing a similar line of route. But no explorations

previous to those described in the present volumes have given ua such
accurate data for determining the best line of route through British

North America to Columbia ; and the great feature in Mr. Hind's nar-

rative is, the discovery of what he caiis a Fertile Belt of land north of

the great American Desert.

"Mr. Hind prophecies, and very reasonably, that before long a great

nation will subdue and render fruitful this vast district, which may be
designated as the basin of Lake Winnipeg. Its fertility is amazing."
* * *

. * ^^® '
K"^^** Fertile Belt,' besides being

thus agriculturally rich, possesses vast stores of lignite coal, iron, and
salt ; and the prairies teem with buffaloes, which are entrapped in

enormous numbers by the Indians, who wantonly kill hundreds merely
for the sake of their tongues.

*' Unhappily, there is a dark side to this picture of prosperity. The
insect plagues of Egypt are, it seems, reproduced in Assinniboine ; and
it not unfrequently happens that plenty and luxuriance are turned, in

a few hours, into scarcity and utter desolation. The destructive agent
is the grasshopper—countless millions of which insect suddenly appear
in the summer.
"As a matter of course, the scientific results of the two expeditions

occupy a large portion of Mr. Hind's volumes. The geology of the

country explored is described in great detail, and a profusion of clear

maps and excellent chromoxylographs and woodcuts assist greatly in

making us better acquainted with one of the most interesting parts of

our vast possessions in North America. Altogether, these volumes are

creditable to Mr. Hind and his brother explorers."

THE GLASGOW DAILY HERALD—I 'ecember 2C, 18C0.

"In these volumes we have an interesting and valuable account of that

immense region lying to the north of Canada and the United States,

stretching east and west from the Atlantic to the Pacific, which is still

the home of the Red man and the buffalo, and in which civilisation has
only planted a small number of outposts—the most extensive being the
settlement established by Lord Selkirk in 1812, which has now grown
into a colony numbering nearly 10,000 people. Hitherto these terri-

tories, containing immense tracts of pasture, woodland, and prairie of

vast vcrtility, rivers and lakes of great magnitude, and natural scenes
and objects of matchless beauty, have been practically under the sway
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and afe only known to the industrial

world by the production of furs or ' peltries.' But the day is evidently
not far distant when these fertile lands will become the home of cnter-

ftrising communities of civilised men, and, sooner or later, a great inland
ine of communication between the seaboard of the Atlantic and the

Pacific will pass through these vast regions, the solitude of which is now
only broken by the presence of wandering tribes of Indians, or widely-

scattered families of half-breeds, who labour as hunters or trappers in

the service of the Hudson's Bay Company. For the valuable informa-
tion now before us, we are indebted to the enlightened zeal of the Cana-
dian Government, by which the expeditions of 1857 and 1858 were
organised ; and although vast tracks were actually explored and surveyed
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in these years, the news from these interesting territories is brought
down to the beginning of the present year 18G0.

" We have marked several passages for quotation from this deeply-in-

teresting narrative. Mr. Hind's exploring party, with his Indian and
half-breed assistants, is en route, have camped for the night, and thus
they are aroused by

"MORNING IN THE WILDERNESS.********
THE MORNING STAR AND DI.\L.

_
FIRST NOTICE.

" The unoccupied territories of British North America are less known
to the majority of Engjlishmen than even the icy bound regions of the
North Pole. For a periud of nearly two centuries they have constituted

the domain of a fur trading company—the last of those monopolies which
belong to an age when English monarchs did not scruple to step beyond
the limits of their prerogative, and bestow upon their creatures and
sycophants the inheritance of the nation. But there is a time when even
monopolies are appointed to die, and chartered corporations must suc-

cumb to the great interests of civilisation. Almost simultaneously with
the development of British Columbia as a colony, a select committee of
the House of Commons instituted an enquiry into the resources and
condition of that vast territory which stretches from the Canadian
boundary to the Rocky Mountains, and made us acquainted with the

fact that it possesses agricultural capabilities which render it fit for

colonisation upon a very extended scale. It is true that there were those

who held a contrary theory, and who contemptuously ridiculed the pre-

dictions of fivr-seeing and practical men. But subsequent experience
has given an aspect of sober reality to what were regarded as the day
dreams of visionaries, and has proved indisputably that the means of

communication may one day be opened up between the two extremities

of British North America. When once the tide of immigration is per-

mitted to Sow into these remote regions, the Anglo-Saxon race will, no
doubt, give to the world another evidence of its power to convert the

desert into a garden, and to make nature, even in its most savage state,

subservient to the comfort and prosperity of man. To the Canadian
Government would seem to belong the duty of taking the initiative in

this great work. They have as yet failed to perform their whole duty
in the matter ; but we must give them credit for having so far yielded
to public opinion as to send out two expeditions to explore the country.
Mr Hind, who was attached as geologist to the first expedition, and was
appointed to the command of the second, has embodied the results of the

labours of himself and his colleagues in two exhaustive volumes, which
may be perused with profit, as well as with unflagging interest by all

classes of our fellow countrymen. * * * *

"Mr. Hind gives a minute and graphic narration of his journey,
interesting, perhaps, more to the naturalist and to the geologist than to

th e general public."

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ART.

lievieio ofa Narrative of the American Expedition to N. W. British America,
to observe the total Solar Eclipse of July \Wi, 1860 ; written by Wm.
FerreIj, and communicated by Capt. C. II. Davis, U. S. N., Superin-
tendent of thd Nautical Almanac.
" The party was furnished with Professor Hind's Report, and the ac-
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companjing maps, of the Assinniboine and Saskatchewan exploring ex-

pedition, which were of great advantage in enabling it to determine its

rate of progress, the distance and lof !ity of good boat harbors, «S:c., by
a reference to the map in which • r o principal bays, islands, capes,

harbors, dangerous boulders, &c., t -.a to be accurately delineated, as

well as described in the report. '±iK>y were especially useful in deter-

mining the point on the river of the southern limit of total darkness of

the eclipse."

THE CANADIAN NATURALIST AND GEOLOGIST,
Montreal, February, 1861.

These explorations were undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining

the practicability of establishing an emigrant route between Lake Su-

perior and Selkirk settlement and of acquiring some knowledge of the

natural capabilities and resources of the Valleys of the Red Kiver and
the Saskatchawan.

In pursuance of these objects the author has given in these volumes
a minute, clear and most readable account of the districts through which
his course lay. The work is really a credit to the Province. The two
volumes are profusedly illustrated with beautiful and aristic views of

interesting localities. This book should be in all our public libraries

and be carefully studied by those wIjo interest themselves in the pros-

perity and extension of the Province to the westward. Distances, topo-

graphy, natural productions, geological structure and climatal conditions

of these regions are carefully noted. Intending emigrants will find the

work invaluable.

THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND ART,
Toronto, March, 1861.

" In the year 1858 there was issued from the press of the Provincial

Government, a Canadian Blue Book, ' printed by order of the Legisla-

tive Assembly,' and embodying the ' report on the exploration of the
country between Lake Superior and the lied River Settlement.' Id
1859, a second Blue Book printed by the same authority, reported the
result of another exploratory expeaition, to survey the valleys of the
Assinniboine and Saskatchawan rivers. Both reports wore illustrated

with maps, sections, and wood-cuts of geological and other objects of
interest ; and attracted fully as much attention as the most interesting of
blue books usually do. A review in our own pages, directed the attention

of our readers to some of the most attractive of their varied contents, and
the Canadian press generally published notices and extracts from them,
but it is an old saying that Parliament can print blue books, but it is

beyond its power to make people read them ; and we doubt if the ' Red
River' and ' Assinniboine' Blue Books furnished any very notable ex-

ception to this popular dictum. Extracts and digests in the periodical

press sufficed ti) gratify popular enquiry : a few copies were bound and
placed on the shelves of both public and private libraries, both here and
at home, and the remainder, it is to be feared, experienced the usual
fate of Blue Books, however valuable. But the enterprising leader of
those expeditions wisely conceived that the subject treated of in his two
reports merited a wider and more enduring interest ; and the two hand-
some and copiously illustrated volumes, now issued from the London
press, suffice to show what good editing and liberal publishing zeal cau
effect. A soldier returned from a rough campaign, tattered, travel-
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stained, and way-worn, does iio^, differ more marvellously from the hero
set forth by the most fashioniiblo of army tailors for a review orpresen*
tation at Court, than does the Blue Book of our Canadian Parlimentary
press from these gay volumes, with their cbromozylographs, wood-cuts,
maps, and sections. The very wood-outs which had already figured ia
the first issue are scarcely reco<;nisabIo in their new and greatly im-
proved aspect, under the combined effects of good paper and London
printing.

" From the attention which those expeditions have already excited in

the Province, and the extent of our former notice of them, it is scarcely
necessary that we should now do more than oall attention to this revised
edition of the reports. They have been augmented by information de-

rived from various sources ; new maps and plans greatlv add to their

practical value, and the whole work is reproduced in a highly creditable
permanent form. To the topographer it supplies much valuable ma-
terial ; the ethnologist will find m it many references full of interest to

him ; while to the future historian of the extending provinces and colo-

nies of British North America it will be indispensable as a book of re>

ference. In this latter department, the history of British America, like

that of our great Indian Empire, is intimately interwoven with that of
one of the great trading companies of the remarkable people whom the
first Napoleon sneeringly designated a nation of shopkeepers. That
they do now constitute a nation dependent for their enduring greatness
on their world-wide trading relations and commercial enterprise is in-

disputable : and among the powerful trading corporations by which
their territorial influence and wealth have been extended, an important
place must be given to that company, which deriving its name from the
great Arctic Buy that bears the name of the bold explorer Henry Hud-
son, has extended its forts and trading-posts from the Gulf of the St.

Lawrence to Vancouver's Island and the shores of the Pacific and Arc-
tic Oceans. Professor Hind gives this condensed sketch of the great
Fur Company's history.
" ' Tbip is a remarkable chapter in British Colonial history. The cap-

ital, property, and investments, of the company were set down by one
of their own officials in 1866 at the immense sum of one million two
hundred and sixty-five thousand and sixty-seven pounds sterling ; and
its influence over the destinies alike of natives and settlers throughout
the vast area extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific shores, is all-

predominant and unchecked.
" ' The history of the Selkirk colony ofRed River curiously illustrates

the relations alike of Indians and European settlers to the all-powerful

trading company.'
" These extracts and notices may suffice to illustrate the interest which

attaches to the volumes in question. Many other subjects of equal

value are discussed. The routes of travel, future lines of road, character
and reeoarces of the country, statistics of population, and the industry,

trading, and missionary enterprise, of the various districts explored, are

all treated of in detail. Indian customs, superstitions, and general

characteristics, as well as the history of the ourious mixed population
growing up within the Company's territories, supply materials for an-

other series of chapters ; while a third is devoted to the geological and
pala3ontologioal characteristics of the country explored. Numerous il-

lustrations add to the minuteness and value of those details ; and com-
bine to form a work which ought to find a' place in every public library

in Canada." D. W.

Macusar 4 Co., PiUNTEBa, Kino Stbket East, Toronto.
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